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Introduction
The Arkansas Baptist State Convention’s Church Revitalization Emphasis is an
intentional process designed to assist churches in fulfilling the Great Commission
through spiritual health, effective leadership, and relevant strategies.
The goal in emphasizing church revitalization is two-fold. First, many churches need
to experience revitalization. Thom Rainer states that 90% of American churches are
unhealthy. The North American Mission Board reports that over 85% of Southern
Baptist Churches are plateaued, declining, or near death. One need not look far to
realize that not only are churches declining numerically, but the influence churches
have in their communities is lessening as well. Second, churches need to know there
is something they can do about the decline.
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The Church Revitalization Emphasis emphasizes three core areas of
church life.

1
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The first core area is Spiritual Health, which examines the areas of prayer, worship,
spiritual disciplines, relationships in the church, dependence on God, passion, and
spiritual maturity.
The second core area is Effective Leadership, which examines how well church
ministers and lay leaders communicate vision, enlist and train leaders, adapt to
changing needs, implement new ministries, develop strategies, allocate resources,
and resolve conflict.
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The third core area is Relevant Strategies, which examines areas such as Sunday
School, evangelism, missions, discipleship, and assimilation in an effort to maximize
results.
w w w. r e v i t a l i z e a r k a n s a s . c o m

Though there are no easy answers to the issues churches face, by focusing on an
intentional process of revitalization, leaders can guide their congregations to pursue
revival passionately in their lives, churches and communities. The ABSC Church
Revitalization Emphasis encourages leaders and churches to engage in a seven-stage
process designed to guide churches through changes that result in revival, health,
overcoming growth barriers, and breaking through plateaued results. The process is:
1. Commit to the Revitalization
2. Identify Areas that Need Attention
3. Design a Customized Plan
4. Cast the Vision of the Desired Future
5. Implement the Plan
6. Adjust the Plan as Needed
7. Celebrate Faithfulness and Results
Church revitalization is not just about doing the right things. Ultimately revival
and church health depend upon the movement of God. God must move in the
lives of church leaders and churches in a way that results in revival and health. As
the primary Mover in revival and revitalization, God has called His church to pray,
evangelize, disciple, worship, and care for others.
Transformed lives lead to transformed churches which lead to transformed
communities. Please join the chorus of those in Arkansas and the nation praying,
“Lord send a revival and let it begin in me!”

Process Overview
The heart of the Church Revitalization Emphasis is the intentional process that has
been designed to be both simple and achievable. In the pages that follow, each step of
the process will be explained more fully.

1. Commit to Revitalization
• Investigate

		 • Do you want personal revitalization?
		 • Does your church need to breakthrough plateaued growth, reverse a slow
			 decline, or turnaround from pending closure.
• Are you willing to join other churches in Arkansas in praying for revival?
• Can you patiently follow a process that will help bring health to your church?
• Are you willing to take some risks in order to see your church revitalized?

• Register
•
		
•
		

Register the church at www.revitalizearkansas.com or by contacting your associational
missionary or the Evangelism and Church Health Team of the ABSC.
Churches that register receive access to all ABSC Church Revitalization
Emphasis content.
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• Talk with church leaders
•
		
		
•
•
		

Identify and talk to the key leaders in the church. A “key leader” refers to a lay
man or woman in your church whom the other members look to when a
decision needs to be made.
Do they affirm the need for revival and health in the church?
Do they understand that change is necessary in order for the church to enjoy
revival and a changed level of health?

Note: Even if the key leaders do not support your desire to participate in the revitalization
process, you are free to register and use the content in the best way you see fit.

• Present the emphasis to the church
•
•
•
		

Create awareness (see Appendix A)
Present the “5 Indicators of Church Health” (see Appendix B and C)
Focus attention on revival and the Great Commission which results in health
and kingdom growth

Note: Presenting church revitalization to the congregation is not asking for
permission. Instead, you are creating awareness and explaining some of the process
to them. If you are concerned about congregational objections, consider having your
key leaders with you during the presentation.

• Form a revitalization team
•
		
		
•
•
		
•

A Church Revitalization Team’s purpose is to assist the pastor in guiding the
church through the revitalization process. (see Appendix D for information on
buiding a qualified team)
Five or seven members including the pastor
Should not be an existing body/committee/team. Their purpose is only to focus
on the revitalization process.
Two options for selecting the team:

Option One: Pastor Selects the Team
Step One:
Step Two:
		
Step Three:
Step Four:
Advantage:
Disadvantage:

Pastor presents concept to the church
Pastor prayerfully identifies potential team members (perhaps in
consultation with deacons/nominating committee/church council)
Pastor personally recruits the team members
Pastor presents the team to the church for final approval
Members are hand-selected by the pastor
Team is viewed as “yes” men and women

Option Two: Church Selects the Team
Step One:
Pastor presents concept to the church
Step Two:
Church prayerfully nominates potential team members through
		
secret ballot
Step Three:
Pastor, perhaps in consultation with deacons/committee, identifies
		
top nominees qualified to serve and asks them to serve
Step Four:
Pastor presents the team to the church
Advantage: Pastor avoids scrutiny over selections
Disadvantage: Some valuable leaders may not be on the team
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Note: Review the church’s constitution and bylaws for information and guidelines
about forming ad hoc committees or teams.

2. Identify Areas that Need Attention
• Guide the church through an assessment

• Option One: Guided Conversational Assessment
		 • The pastor and revitalization team gather a group (or groups) of church
			 members that reflect an accurate representation of the church. Do not select a
			 group of people that will tell you only what you want to hear, for this will
			 skew the objectivity of this assessment.
		 • The pastor guides the team through a series of questions that enable the
			 participants to articulate their assessment of the church.
		 • Assign a team member to take accurate notes of the comments made during
			 the assessment (or record the meeting electronically).
		 • Advantages: Free, informal, customizable, easy to recruit participants
		 • Disadvantages: Most subjective of the three options
Note: Guided conversational assessment questions and additional guidance are
available at www.revitalizearkansas.com.
• Option Two: Self-Administered Assessment
		 • The pastor and revitalization team identifies which free formal assessment
			 tool they would like to use. Options and additional instructions are available
			 at www.revitalizearkansas.com.
		 • Make the necessary copies of the assessment and distribute to all participants.
			 Decide in advance whether to ask participants to complete it immediately
			 —perhaps on a Sunday or Wednesday— or to complete it at home and return it.
		 • Recruit someone on the revitalization team to gather the assessments and
			 record the results.
		 • Advantages: Free, more comprehensive and objective than option one
		 • Disadvantages: Results tallied and recorded by hand
•
		
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
•
		
		
•

Option Three: Transformational Church Assessment Tool
• Purchase access to the assessment through www.lifeway.com.
• The cost differs based on church size:
• 250 or less = $200
• 251-499 = $350
• 500-999 = $500
• 1000+ = $800
Church members have the option of completing the assessment online or using
a paper copy. Someone must enter their results online after they have completed
the paper copy.
Lifeway generates a report of the results for the church to use
Advantages: Most comprehensive, statistically validated and reliable option,
results compiled and report generated by Lifeway, comprehensive report
delivered to the pastor
Disadvantages: Cost, must be submitted online
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• The benefits of an objective assessment

• Allows the revitalization team to avoid guessing about what needs to be
		addressed
• Clarifies the church’s perception of the situation
			 • This is especially important if the pastor’s and/or team’s understanding of
				 the challenges related to the church’s health differs from the congregation’s.
• Empowers the team to address issues as identified by the congregation
• See Appendix E and F for more information about assessments.

3. Design a Customized Plan
• Prioritize areas that need to be addressed by selecting a primary focus and
secondary focus.
• Resist the urge to address every area of need immediately. Even the healthiest
		 churches can only tolerate a certain amount of change at one time
• The strength of the process depends on the pastor, team, and church being able
		 to focus and not be distracted by multiple issues.
• Access the design guides related to the issues the team has identified.
• Visit www.revitalizearkansas.com to download the complete design guides or
		 contact your associational missionary for a paper copy.

SAMPLE DESIGN GUIDES

PRAYER, REVIVAL, AND AWAKENING
CELEBRATIVE WORSHIP
LEADING LAY LEADERS
DEVELOPING A MISSIONAL MINDSET
EVANGELISM STRATEGY
SUNDAY SCHOOL
KEEPING THOSE YOU REACH

What is a
Design Guide?
A design guide is a document
the team will use to help them
understand how to implement
changes in the areas they
have identified.
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• Identify the intensity level needed for
changes in each area identified
		 • Design guides provide suggested impact/intensity levels for each area.
		 • See Appendix H for information about determining intesity levels.

INTENSITY and IMPACT
are directly related.

The greater the level of IMPACT/CHANGE needed,
the greater the level of INTENSITY/EFFORT will be necessary.
Little INTENSITY means little IMPACT!













• Reasons to choose a high intensity level:
•
•
•
•

Great sense of urgency
Well established pastor
Few areas needing change
Support of key leaders

• Reasons to choose a low intensity level:
•
•
		
		
•
		
•
•

Need for an quick win
Some churches need a plan that can be accomplished fairly quickly and that
requires a lower level of intensity simply because it has been so long since
something good happend.
A quick win can build momentum and help discouraged and unmotivated
people get excited that God is not finished with them or the church.
Build on a quick win to keep the process going.
New pastor
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•
•
		
		
•

Lack of unity
If the church is experiencing open conflict, choosing a high intensity level of c
hange is not recommended (“open conflict” meaning people in the church are
seeking the failure or end to a ministry or minister).
Bringing high intensity change to another area of the church

• Set goals
•
		
		
		
•
•
		
•

Set goals related to:
• People (the people that will serve)
• Activity (the work that will be done)
• Results (the lives that will be impacted)
Do not underestimate the value of “quick wins” as part of a long term strategy
Goals play a vital role in the final stage of the revitalization process – keep
celebration in mind as you plan your goals.
See Appendix G for an example of setting goals.

4. Cast Vision of the Desired Future
• Communicate planned changes with those directly affected by the change.
		 Example of communicating with those affected:
			 • The team decides to recommend starting a new young adults Sunday
				 School class.
			 • The team should take time to brainstorm, making a list of everyone directly
				 affected by the change—Sunday School Director, other teachers with some
				 class members who are that age, nursery/preschool teachers who will be
				 caring for their children, etc. If in doubt about how affected someone
				 might be, include them in the list.
			 • The team then shares the plan with those people, affirming their
				 importance, and asking them to pray for the new class’ success.
• Communicate often with the church.
			 • Communicating too much is almost impossible.
					 • “The single biggest problem with communication is the illusion that
						it has taken place.” (George Bernard Shaw)
					 • Much frustration in church comes not only from change, but from
						 poor communication concerning changes.
			 • Plan various ways to communicate with the congregation (sermon,
				announcements, business meeting, newsletter, testimonies, skits, etc.).
			 • Plan regular times for the revitalization team to report to the church.
• What should be communicated?
			 • The results of the church’s assessment
			 • The areas of focus
			 • The changes being made (and the rationale for those changes)
			 • Timeline for changes
			 • See Appendix G for sample timelines
• Create a sense of urgency
			 • Stay positive and encouraging
			 • Mix statistical realities with hope
			 • See Appendix I for ideas for casting vision
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5. Implement the Plan
• Plan a meeting to explain the planned changes in detail with those affected by
		 the change.
			 • Meet often with those leading the changes.
			 • Meet monthly for the first few months.
• Be available to address questions and concerns.
• Foster a spirit of excitement and enthusiasm about the changes.
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Promote the changes by showing pictures of members serving in the new ways in the
newsletter or on the sanctuary screen.
Encourage Sunday morning testimonies from those positively affected by the change.
Communicate the complete proposed meeting schedule.
Affirm/encourage those leading change privately & from the pulpit.
Pray for wisdom, humility, unity, and God-given growth.
Lead the church to pray.

6. Adjust the Plan as Needed
• Evaluate how implementation is progressing.
			 • Discuss implementation progress with those leading the changes.
			 • What concerns do they have? What problems have they faced?
				 What positives have been identified?
• Stay open to input from others.
			 • Discern the motives for criticism.
			 • Some perceived critics genuinely love you and the church and want to see
				 both succeed.
			 • Resist the temptation to be defensive.
			 • See Appendix J for more information on dealing with criticism.
• In consultation with those affected, lead the Revitalization Team to discuss how
		 to improve or tweak the plan.
			 • Be careful to strike a balance here.
			 • One temptation is to plow ahead, unwilling to change the plan.
			 • The other temptation is to make changes before giving the plan time to develop.
• Communicate the adjustments with everyone affected by the change.
			 • Reinforce the vision.
			 • Overview the reasons for the changes.
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7. Celebrate Faithfulness and Results
• Why Celebrate?
			 • Celebration encourages the congregation.
			 • Celebration results in greater openness to change.
			 • Celebrating faithfulness and God-given results leads to momentum for
				 the church.
• What do we celebrate?
PLE

PEO

• How do we celebrate?
Results: Thank God through prayer
and worship for the lives that are being
transformed.

RESULTS

ACTIV

ITY

People: Publically affirm the hard work and
faithfulness of those who participated.
Activity: Publically recognize/affirm those who worked hard, prayed, etc.
Write notes of encouragement and thanks to that same group of people.
• Celebration Options
		 • Option 1: Pastor recognizes those who have made significant effort in the
			 church revitalization effort and gives the church a final update on the
			 results of the changes.
		 • Option 2: The pastor and leaders work together to coordinate a celebration
			 service. The pastor is recognized for his leadership. Lay leaders and staff
			 are recognized for their contribution. The workers involved have their
			 name in headlines. The congregation is praised for their willingness to
			 embrace something new.
		 • Option 3: In addition to option two, state and associational leaders are
			 informed of the effort and results so that the church can be recognized.
			 Individuals that were reached or ministered to share their testimony at the
			 celebration service.
		 • See Appendix K for Celebration Ideas.

After the Process: Where do we go from here?
		 •
			
			
		 •
			
		 •
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At this point you and the revitalization team have successfully led the church
to implement changes in one or two areas designed to position the church for
health and growth.
Instead of disbanding the team, consider revisiting the original assessment
and prayfully determining what other areas of emphasis need to be address.
Consider having the team serve a two-year term, and lead the church to
participate in a formal assessment every two years.
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Appendix A
Creating Awareness

1. Pastor Makes General Observations about the Church’s Health

• The pastor must be willing to see things as they are and not as he wants them to be.
• The pastor must truly believe what he concludes.
• Resources for evaluating church health:
• Church health on the national level – The Great Evangelical Recession by John
		Dickerson
• Learning from churches that did not evaluate –
• Autopsy of a Deceased Church by Thom Rainer
• Understanding your church’s health
			 • Access statistical data.
				 • Print a 20-year statistical report for your church (either through the 		
					 Southern Baptist Directory Service (SBDS) or by contacting Karen West
					 at the ABSC at kwest@absc.org).
				 • If your church does not submit an 						
Annual Church Profile (ACP) report to the state convention every year, someone in
your church will need to research the church’s past records for that data.
			 • Study the data looking for indicators of church health.
				 • What is the percentage of increase or decrease over last five years in:
						 • Average Sunday School attendance?
						 • Average worship attendance?
						• Undesignated giving?
				 • How many baptisms over the last five years? What is the yearly average?
				 • What is the ratio of worship attendees to baptisms?
				• How many people joined the church in the last five years? What percentage
					 of those joined through baptism?
		 • Consider additional factors that may help to assess the church’s condition 		
			 (existing levels of conflict, percentage of budget directly spent on reaching
			 the community, percentage of congregation actively serving in ministry, etc.).

2. Key Leaders Affirm Pastor’s Observations

• Pastor presents observations to primary key leaders in church. “Key leader” refers
to a lay man or woman in your church whom the other members look to when a
decision needs to be made.
• Key leaders affirm observations about the church’s health. They must truly believe
the conclusion in a way that goes beyond mere verbal support.
• What if they do not agree with the pastor’s perspective?
• What about the pastor’s observations does not convince them?
• Is there agreement that the mission of the church is to make disciples?

3. Pastor and Key Leaders Present
Observations to Other Leaders

• This may be the deacon body or church council.
• At this time the pastor presents the idea for entering into the church revitalization
emphasis (including forming the revitalization team).

4. Pastor and Key Leaders Present Observations to Congregation to
Create Awareness

• Consider having key leaders contribute to the presentation (see Appendix C “Tips
on Using Numbers with Congregations”).
• Remind the church of the mission to make disciples.
• Inform the church of the decision to engage in the church revitalization process.
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Appendix B
Using the Five Indicators of Church Health
The five indicators of church health serve as an aim point for a church to consider
when conducting an honest evaluation of the church’s condition and designing a
customized plan.
They are:
• 10% growth in Sunday School over the last five years
• 10% growth in worship over the last five years
• 10% growth in undesignated giving over the last five years
• 25% of all additions come from baptisms over the last five years
• Averaging at least one baptism per every fifteen worship attendees (15:1 ratio) over
the last five years
This aim point was established after careful consideration of the indicators of health
as utilized by the Leavell Center on Evangelism and Church Health at New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary, Comeback Churches, and Transformational Church.
There are two reasons for this:

1. The five indicators are realistic.
In today’s culture, people are fascinated with large numbers and big crowds.
Large, fast-growing churches in big cities often receive most of the attention.
Many of those pastors and churches are great examples of how to do ministry, but
the reality is that many pastors will not serve in highly-populated areas. Focusing
on healthy, sustainable growth is important, not only for putting together a good
plan for revitalization, but also for helping pastors see the real possibility of
leading a healthy church. Twenty percent of all reporting ABSC churches reached
four or five of these indicators between 2009-2013. These churches are located all
over the state, including areas with declining populations.
In addition, the five indicators are actually five year totals and averages not just
annual totals. For example, a 10% increase in undesignated giving over five years
means an increase of only 2% a year. Reaching these five indicators is possible for
almost any church.

2. The five indicators are measureable.
Churches are always more than the “nickels and noses” to which these indicators
point. Spiritual maturity, unity, and community presence are also indicators of
church health, but they are much harder to measure and thus are not evaluated on
a consistent basis. The value of using the five indicators is that most churches
record this information each week. Also, most churches annually report this
information to the Arkansas Baptist State Convention in their Annual Church
Profile (ACP). The reliability and availability of these numbers make them
consistent “indicators” of health. According to Merriam-Webster’s online
dictionary, an indicator is “a pointer that shows the state or condition of
something.” In other words, measuring baptisms, attendance and giving serve as
general “pointers” for church health.
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The five indicators may be shared with a church either to help create awareness of
the need for revitalization or to cast vision. PowerPoint or Keynote files may be
downloaded from www.revitalizearkansas.com. For those without projection
capabilities, the presentation slides can be printed and duplicated for those in
attendance.
Information from the slides can be cut, copied, and pasted into a word processing
document. For additional help with accessing this specific information, please
contact the Evangelism and Church Health Team at the Arkansas Baptist State
Convention at revitalize@absc.org.
Before you share with the congregation the five indicators, consider reading
another appendix article entitled “Tips for Sharing Numbers with a Congregation”
to help you effectively lead your church.
Finally, keep the five indicators in mind as you put together your church’s
customized plan for revitalization. Ensure that the members of the revitalization
team keep them with them as they pray and plan for what the church is going to
attempt.
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Appendix C
Tips on Using Numbers with Congregations
Years ago, one could walk into almost any Baptist church and find a large wooden
plaque mounted on the wall. This “Sunday report card” featured a place for numbers
to be inserted. The Sunday School attendance, amount of offering received, the
attendance number for the same date one year ago, and sometimes other data were
posted weekly for everyone to see.
Today, the large wooden report cards have disappeared in most churches. In fact,
even bringing up attendance figures and other numbers can inspire mixed reactions.
Many people get defensive when they hear numbers, especially when numbers
indicate that their church is in decline. They love their church. They love their
fellow church members. Even though the numbers reveal that there may in fact be
something wrong, they do not “feel” that way about their church.
Other people struggle with mixing numbers with spiritual issues. Regardless of
why, some people simply don’t want to be defined as a number or have their church
reduced to numbers. Because these reactions are fairly common, below are some
considerations when discussing numbers with a congregation.

1. People are more than numbers.

The pastor should take time to lay a foundation of his understanding of what the
numbers represent. When the church knows that the pastor values people as
individuals and not just a dash mark on the spreadsheet, common ground for
discussing the significance of the numbers has been established.

2. Numbers are simply indicators.
A good example is a weekly weigh-in on the scales. When someone stands on the
scales, the number displayed tells them something about the activity of their life in
the period of time since their last weigh-in. Though the person is certainly more
than the number on the scale, that particular measure does indicate something about
the relationship between calories (intake) and activity (output). The number on the
scales can be used to help the person make adjustments that will lead to a better level
of general health.
Numbers will never be able to tell the whole story of the ministry impact made
by any church. However, numbers such as Sunday School and worship service
attendance, baptisms, and giving should be given serious attention as indicators
that can help us evaluate our general health. The numbers used in the ABSC
Church Revitalization emphasis have long been considered reliable indicators of the
relationship between the church’s internal consumption and external impact over the
past weeks, months, or years.

3. Look for ways to encourage.
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For instance, when giving is down, make a special effort to recognize that many people
are faithfully giving. When total baptism numbers are lower than previous years,
highlight the stories of some who have been reached and baptized. Numbers should be
used as motivational goals to reach toward and not as an easy way to inflict guilt.
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4. Let the number speak for themselves.
When bad news is shared, people at times direct their negativity toward the
messenger because they dislike the message. When the pastor adds his explanations,
judgments, generalizations, or adjectives to the numbers, the situation tends to
worsen. For example, the pastor should avoid saying things like, “Our church
experienced a steep decline in the last ten years in worship attendance. If we don’t
do something quick we won’t be here much longer.” Instead, let the numbers speak
by simply saying, “In the last ten years worship attendance has gone from 119 to 85.
That represents a decrease of 28.5%.”

5. Churches in decline can still make a difference.
Reversing a trend in numbers may take some significant time. If people are so beaten
up and discouraged by the numbers that they give up, revitalization becomes that
much more difficult.
A downward trend in numbers can provide a great opportunity for the pastor to
do two things. First, pastors should own the numbers with the people by avoiding
language that separates. Using “us” and “we” (not “you” and “ya’ll”) communicates
that the pastor is on the same team as the congregation. People follow leaders who
serve in the trenches with them.
Second, pastors must always offer hope. No group, organization, or gathering of
people anywhere has a greater source of hope than the church. God is our great
source of hope. The finished work of Jesus is our great assurance of hope. The
ministry of the Holy Spirit is our great empowering presence of hope. Of all people,
no group has more reason for hope than the church. When sharing numbers, pastors
must always leave people with hope.
Though reactions to numbers are widely varied and sometimes negative, the wise of
use of them can be an effective tool for the pastor. Prayer is a tremendous weapon
that God has provided to break down barriers and change attitudes. Through prayer,
numbers can become a reflection of His gracious sending of awakening and revival
in our churches and our world.
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Appendix D
Keys to Building a Qualified Revitalization Team
The revitalization team plays a major role in the effectiveness of the church
revitalization emphasis. They work with the pastor to lead the church through the
process of revitalization. Therefore, building a qualified team is essential. Here are
some keys to building a team that a pastor needs to consider:

1. Ask God for Wisdom.
•
•
•
•
		

Begin with prayer. Revitalization is a spiritual battle…be prepared.
Ask God to begin working in the hearts of those He desires to be on the team.
Ask God to reveal His will for who should be on the team.
Be intentionally prayerful throughout this process, for much of the success of
revitalization will come from God working through this small group of people.

2. Determine How the Team Should Be Formed.

• Each church has different practices and policies for how committees and teams
		 should be formed. Be aware of those, and be wise and humble in forming the
		team.
• Communicate thoroughly with the church so that they know the team’s purpose.

3. Identify Potential Team Members.
•
		
•
		
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
		

The team needs to be made up of the right people. Since every church is
different, you need to consider prayerfully those who should serve on the team.
Keep in mind that if the church nominates the team you must lead them to
spend time praying that God will give them wisdom in their selections.
Who should be on the team?
Godly people with a great desire to see the church revitalized
Godly people in positions of authority in the church
Godly people who are natural leaders
Who to avoid
People with large ego
Divisive people
Excessively busy people
Identify potential alternates in case some potential team members are unwilling
or unable to serve

4. Personally Recruit.
•
•
		
•
		
•
		
•

Do not ask for volunteers from the pulpit.
When the potential team members are identified (or nominated), schedule a
brief meeting time with them individually.
Explain the purpose of the team, the seriousness of the task, and the
commitment necessary for success.
Pray together, and then ask them to spend time praying for guidance concerning
whether or not they should serve.
Follow up to hear their decision.

5. Build Team Unity.
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• The revitalization team needs to work closely together. Therefore, the team needs
		to get to know one another in such a way that they can work well with one another.
• Pray together; share a meal together; fellowship together.
• Consider leading the team through a personality assessment (such as DISC) so
		 that the team members know one another’s personality types. This will help
		 each team member be more understanding in moments of disagreement.
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Appendix E
Conducting a Church Assessment
A key step toward Church Revitalization is the willingness to make an honest
and well-rounded evaluation of the current state of the church’s ministry, vision,
attitudes, environment, and performance. A good assessment will enable leaders
to gain a clear and reliable picture of the church that means so much to them. An
assessment will also provide leaders with some criteria to use when determining
priority actions. An assessment can provide a sense of empowerment from the
church to address areas identified as needing attention.
When preparing to conduct a church assessment, the following tips may prove
helpful:

1. Clearly communicate the purpose of conducting an assessment.
A church assessment can sometimes be a difficult sell to the congregation.
Beginning with church leaders, pastors can use the reasons listed above to
communicate the value of an assessment. Pastors should also assure people
that the results of the assessment will not be used as a means of pushing a predetermined agenda, attacking someone’s ministry, or pointing guilt and blame at
people in the church. People should be reminded that an assessment is a way of
getting the most feedback from as many members as possible, and that is a way of
valuing everyone’s perspective.

2. Commit to using a formal, reliable assessment tool.
Though it may be tempting to create your own list of survey questions or conduct
an informal poll, using an established assessment tool is the recommended course
of action. Self-made assessment devices may or may not accurately measure the
desired target, contain unintentional bias, and may leave out key pieces of
information. An established assessment tool has undergone careful examination,
been tested in many previous pilot churches, and has been statistically validated
for reliability. A formal tool will give a church confidence that the data received is
reliable.

3. Choose the type of assessment that will fit your church and the
desired purpose.
Even among formal assessment tools, churches have choices. For churches that
just will not use a written survey instrument, fairly reliable information can be
gathered through a formal guided conversation. A complete guide for conducting
a guided conversation, including sample questions, is found in this guidebook
and on the ABSC church revitalization website.
Written survey instruments are also available and generally provide an increased
level of reliability. Some are available for a small cost while other very good
instruments may be obtained for free. The ABSC church revitalization website has
free assessment tools available. When examining survey tools, pay careful
attention to the purpose for which the tool was created (what it is designed to
measure). Do not attempt to make a tool apply to something for which it was not
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created. Very brief, broad surveys will likely not get to information that is of much
use in creating ministry plans.
A third option is the use of a fee-based, professionally developed research
assessment tool. Though some consulting firms charge thousands of dollars for
services, churches can gain access to very reliable assessment tools for a relatively
small investment of money. For example, the Transformational Church assessment
tool has been validated in thousands of churches and can be used in churches for
as little as $200.00. While this amount is still significant, the amount of
information received in return and the potential impact of ministries designed in
response to it make the investment worthwhile. Please refer to the appendix
on “Why Pay for an Assessment Tool” for a discussion on this point.

4. Create a timeline for promoting, providing access to, and evaluating
results of the assessment tool.
A good assessment should be given adequate time. The assessment should be
conducted during a time of year when most people will be available and have
access to it, such as during the start of the school year or the beginning of the
calendar year. Time should be set aside for communication and promotion, with a
“kick-off ” date announced in advance. A firm closing time for participation will
also make sure that your results are a clear snapshot of the congregation’s response
within a reasonable period of time, generally no more than 2-3 weeks. Plan to total
and review the responses and results as soon as possible.

5. Provide a wide variety of ways for church members to participate.
For conversational assessments, at least 3 different focus groups should be used to
allow for a good representation of the church body. Written assessments can be
made available near the primary worship center, through the Sunday School
classes, sent in direct mail or established church publications, or made available for
download from the church website. Online assessments are accessible at the
convenience of each church member. However, those without computer access
may need to be allowed to come to the church for computer use. In most cases,
paper copies of an online assessment can be completed by users with the results
logged into the online system later by an office staff person or volunteer. In every
case, great care should be taken to maintain anonymity. In the case of paper
copies, all responses should be protected and kept in a secure location.

6. Use supplemental sources of information to corroborate and
connect your findings.
Even the best assessment tools still leave questions and gaps. The pastor may
choose to conduct guided conversations with focus groups to investigate further
certain ministry areas revealed in the assessment. The Annual Church Profile is
another great source of data that can give a statistical snapshot of some key
measures of church life and health. Demographic trends may also shed light on
possible explanations for why some assessment scores turned out the way that
they did.
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7. Commit to accept the results as they are
and for what they are.
Leaders must commit in advance to accepting the results at face value and without
reading into or explaining away the results. When an established assessment tool is
used, accept the fact that the results are trustworthy and in all likelihood correct
in providing an accurate view of the congregation’s perspective. That being said,
the results are just one measure of one period of time. No assessment tool can take
into consideration every part of a church’s impact in a community and in the lives
of individual believers. While assessment data is reliable, it is not inspired or
prophetic!

8. Use the results of the assessment in a positive way.
All assessment tools are designed to give feedback, pointing out strengths and
weaknesses (challenges) of various ministry areas in the church. Many leaders may
tend to jump immediately to what the assessment revealed as the “problems” that
need to be corrected. However, a better starting point is to celebrate what the
assessment reveals as areas of ministry that are valued and deemed effective by the
church. Look for ways to celebrate and expand upon parts of the ministry that are
achieving the purpose of the church. Lead the church to give thanks to God for
what He is doing through the identified areas. For the more challenging survey
results, use them as a way to create a new vision and chart a new course for the
future.

9. Make evaluation a part of the ongoing culture of your church.
A successful experience with an assessment tool can serve as a starting point for
healthy ongoing evaluation in the church. While formal survey instruments need
not be used on every occasion, each ministry and church event should include a
time of evaluation immediately after its conclusion or at certain points of the year.
A culture of evaluation prevents ruts from being formed. Evaluation will also
ensure that ministries and events continue to improve and that they stay relevant
to the community and to the emphases within the church. Evaluation challenges
leaders to keep up with the rapidly changing world around them, sharpen their
skills, and promote innovation. Good evaluation keeps the ministry environment
from becoming stale and outdated.
Assessment should not be a source of dread in the life of a church. By using these
ideas, churches can come away with reliable information that will focus resources,
inform strategy, prioritize needs, celebrate God’s work, and ultimately reach and
disciple more people.
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Appendix F
Why Pay to Use an Assessment Tool?
Conducting a thorough assessment of the ministry actions and attitudes in your
church is an important part of the Church Revitalization process. As mentioned in
the Conducting a Church Assessment piece, several options are given for leading
your church to make such an evaluation. One of the options is to purchase access
to one of several professionally produced assessment tools. These tools are usually
administered online and result in the pastor receiving a detailed report of the results.
One of the questions often asked about a fee-based online assessment tool concerns
the wisdom and necessity of purchasing such a tool. Access to a thorough, fee-based
assessment tool starts at $200 for a church with 250 or less Sunday morning worship
attenders. Is it really worth spending this amount of money on a fee-based research
assessment? Let’s consider some information that may help churches with this
decision.

1.Research Assessment Tools Are Tested for Reliability and Validity.
Any research project is only as good as the trustworthiness of the data it produces.
A church assessment cannot be helpful if doubt exists as to whether or not
the information is truly accurate. In research, reliability means that the assessment
tool will produce the same scores if taken again and again. You can have
confidence the results were not just a fluke. Validity is a term that means that the
assessment tool really does measure what it claims to measure. Mathematical tests
are used to in the formation of good survey instruments to ensure that they are
both reliable and valid. This means that a church can have confidence in the
trustworthiness of information gained from the tool.

2. Research Assessment Tools Can Save Significant Time and Effort.
Reliable and valid assessment tools may be found, and permission granted to use,
at no cost. Generally, these tools are made available as paper copies that may then
be freely used by the church. One example, the Beeson Church Health
Questionnaire, is available on the Church Revitalization website. However, when
one considers the time and effort needed to administer a written thorough
assessment, the savings over the fee-based online assessment tool may not be as
great as once believed.
The church would have to make copies (4-6 pages each) and distribute one to
every church member. Completed surveys would have to be received, scores
tallied, summaries calculated, and reports copied for use by the leadership team.
For a 60 question survey in a church with 100 participants, this would require
someone to tally the scores of 6000 individual survey responses – a tedious, time
consuming task. The materials and staff-hours needed to accomplish this is
significant. This approach also brings natural human error into play when
tabulating reporting the results. Additionally, this would not include giving
attention to the demographic information on the tool (age, gender, length of time
at church, etc), which is extremely helpful in comparing responses between groups
in the church.
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A church could attempt to convert the written tool into an online format for
distribution, such as by using a service like Survey Monkey. Setting up the online
survey would in itself be a time consuming task. In addition, an instrument of that
size would likely require moving up from the free version of the site and
purchasing a higher package of usage. When all of the costs are factored in, the
“free” assessment tool may be more costly than once believed.

3. Research Assessment Tools Produce Information In a Format that
Can be Easily Reproduced for Discussion.
Most fee-based assessment tools will deliver the results in a packaged report that is
easily understood and explained. The report can be copied and distributed for
discussion in Leadership Team meetings. This will save a good deal of time in
leadership team meetings. While similar reports could certainly be generated
from a self-administered written assessment tool, this again would require further
time and effort from staff.

4. Research Assessment Tools Provide Multiple Ways for Examining
the Information.

How did younger people respond to assessment items on worship in the church
compared with the responses of senior adults? What did people new to the church
say about finding good relationships in the church compared with those who have
been in the church for a long time?
All good survey instruments include demographic information (ages, gender,
length of time in the church, frequency of attendance, etc.). Research assessment
tools often report scores, not just for the church as a whole, but for certain groups
of people. This type of evaluation yields valuable insight! While a self-administered
tool has the potential to provide similar information, this would require another
level of examining thousands of responses, grouping, and reporting them in all of
the different ways desired.
A church assessment is valuable when the information gained is trustworthy.
While paying money for access to a research-based, professionally developed too
may initially seem difficult, the level and quality of the data received in return /
may be worth the investment. With all things considered, the actual cost may be
closer to the “free assessments” than originally believed.
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Appendix G
Sample Goals and Timelines
Example of Goals that Celebrate Results, People, and Faithfulness
Area: Church Evangelism Strategy
Background:

The church has progressed through levels one through four of the Church
Evangelism Strategy design guide. A church assessment revealed that most of the
congregation’s evangelism happens on the church campus.
The Revitalization Team has decided to lead the church to start an outreach
visitation program to support existing ministries, current events, and guest visitation
through an effective follow-up ministry. The visitation program will also provide
support for new outreach events as well as promote ongoing evangelism in the
community.
The Revitalization Team has also decided to lead the church to add two off-campus
outreach events in order to reach out to people who would not otherwise come
to a church event. Finally, the Revitalization Team plans for the church to teach
members intentionally to share their faith by using the materials “How to Pray for
the Lost”, “How to Share Your Testimony”, “How to Start a Spiritual Conversation”,
and “How to Share the Gospel.”

Action Plans:

1. Start an outreach visitation program.
2. Conduct a fall festival in a city park/neighborhood park.
3. Conduct a servanthood evangelism project through the Sunday School.
4. Focus on equipping members to do evangelism.

Goals:
Outreach Visitation Ministry

1. To have a visitation ministry trained and meeting regularly in four months
2. To have 100% of the active deacons participating in the visitation ministry
3. To have 75% of the Sunday School Teachers participating in the visitation
		ministry
4. To have 33% of the church’s average worship attendance participating in the
		 visitation ministry
5. To make 120 contacts with unchurched prospects and/or visitors in the first six
		 months of the ministry
6. To make 60 Gospel Presentations or Testimonies in the first six months of the
		ministry

Fall Festival
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1. 50% percent of the church participating in prayer ministry in support of the fall
		festival
2. 25% percent of church assisting in conducting the actual event
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3. 90% of those in attendance filling out information card
4. 25% of those in attendance being prospects
5. 5 families expressing interest in learning more about the church or visiting one
		 of the church services
6. Gospel shared with all those attending festival verbally or with printed tract
7. 100% of prospects are followed up on with a phone call or scheduled visit within
		 a week of the event

Servanthood Evangelism Project

1. 100% of Sunday School classes involved in project (praying, fundraising,
		 promoting, and conducting)
2. 50 contacts made
3. 10 prospects discovered

Equipping Church Members in Evangelism

1. Conduct Evangelism Training for four weeks on Wednesday Nights for youth
		 and adults.
2. Conduct Evangelism Training for two weeks on Wednesday Nights for grade
		 school children.
3. Use four Sunday School lessons during the year to equip members in evangelism.
4. Enlist and train four teachers for the Wednesday Night training classes (teachers
		 will teach same subject four different times).
5. 75% of average SS attendance in youth and adult classes complete all four
		 lessons on evangelism.
6. 100% of all Sunday School teachers trained in all four lessons.
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Church Revitalization Task List
Task List
Get Informed about Revitalization
Pastor Makes Long-term Commitment to
Revitalization
Share with Church Leaders
Share with Congregation
Begin to Explore Assessment Tools
Check Church Calendar for Potential Day to
Have First Meeting with Revitalization Team
Enlist Revitalization Team
Intentional Prayer Efforts for Revitalization
Team Start
First Meeting with Revitalization Team
Explore Assessment Options
Conduct Team Building Exercises
Conduct Assessment
Review Assessment Results as a Team
Set Tentative First Vision Casting Sunday
Pick Primary and Secondary Focus Areas
Consult Design Guides and Other Resources
Agree on Big Issues to Be Addressed
Begin Promotion of Vision Casting Series
Develop Goals and Timelines
Meet with Ministry Leaders Affected by Plan
First Vision Casting Sunday
Revitalization Team Testimonies
Church Adopts Plan, Making Necessary
Changes to Schedule, Budget, or Facilities
Implement Changes
Pastor and Team Write Notes of Encouragement
to Lay Leaders and Volunteers in Affected Ministry Areas
Meet with Ministry Leaders to Evaluate Effectiveness of Plans
Make Appropriate Changes to the Plan Based on Evaluation
Meet with Revitalization Team for Initial Celebration Ideas and Plans
If You Already Have Something to Celebrate, Then Celebrate!
Update Church on Progress
Discuss Dates for Revitalization Team Meetings for Another
Round of Revitalization
Contact State and Associational Leadership to Share Results
Recast Vision
Highlight Testimonies from Those Reached or Involved in
Ministry Changes
Meet with Revitalization Team to Finalize Celebration Plan
Celebrate Faithfulness
Celebrate Results
Celebrate People
Announce Date for Another Round of Revitalization Efforts
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Stage
1

Date Accomplished

2

3

4

5&6

7
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Task List for a “Quick Win”
The Tasks
Get Informed about Revitalization
Pastor Makes Commitment to Revitalization
Share with Church Leaders and Congregation
Begin Intentional Prayer Efforts
Pray About Areas to Address
Set Tentative First Vision Casting Sunday
Pick Primary Area of Focus
Consult Design Guides and Other Resources
Begin Promotion of Vision Casting Sunday
Develop Goals and Timelines
Meet with Ministry Leaders Affected by Plan
First Vision Casting Sunday
Church Adopts Plan Making Necessary Changes

Stage
1

Target Date Accomplished

2

3

4

Implement Changes
5&6
Pastor Writes Notes of Encouragement to Volunteers in Affected
Ministry Areas
Meet with Ministry Leaders to Evaluate Effectiveness of Plans
Make Appropriate Changes to the Plan Based on Evaluation
Write Initial Celebration Ideas and Plans
If You Already Have Something to Celebrate, Then Celebrate!
Contact State and Associational Leadership to Share Results
Highlight Testimonies from Those Reached and Involved
Celebration Sunday (People, Activity, Results)
7
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Appendix H
Understanding Impact vs. Intensity
Understanding the emphasis on the relationship between impact and intensity in the
church revitalization process enables the revitalization team to determine prayerfully
which changes need to be introduced. Below are four considerations to keep in mind
when determining the intensity level.

1. The Impact vs. Intensity scale is about making changes.
• Most churches say they want to make impact, but not all of those are willing to
		embrace high-intensity change.
• Use discernment on how much intensity or change the church can endure.
• Bringing high intensity to one area is usually all a church can do. If a church is
		 bringing high intensity to one area they should cautiously pick one other area of
		 church life and bring low-level intensity to that area of church life.

2. A high-intensity change for one church may be a low-intensity
change for another.
•
•
		
		
		
•
		
		

Levels of intensity differ for each church.
Some churches are already enjoying health in certain areas. Those churches only
have to move one step on the intensity scale to get to the highest level of impact.
That would represent a low intensity level option that might be achieved fairly
quickly.
For a church that would have to move four levels to get to the point that they
are operating at the highest impact level would be require an extremely high
level of intensity for a long period of time.

3. Each intensity level assumes that the previous level is already being
accomplished.
• Moving from one level to the next may take substantially more effort, resources, and
strategies.
• Discerning how much change a church can endure on each issue will help
		 determine which level represents a realstic goal for the church to attain.
• Identifying where on the impact versus intensity scale the church currently
		 operates serves as the starting point and assists in the assessment process.

4. Introducing change requires patience and perseverance.
•
•
•
		
•
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No magic pill exists for making changes.
Most people initially resist change.
Ask God to show you the areas you need to address first, and ask Him to
prepare the congregation to be receptive to change.
Trust that He will bless God-honoring changes.
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Appendix I
Ideas for Casting Vision
1. State It Simply.

• Sum up all the changes and the preferred vision description into a simple
statement or phrase.
• The statement does not have to be exhaustive or even a complete description.
• The number of changes you make will depend on how much intensity and time
you are taking.
• Take the time (over multiple Sundays) to share a vision of what the revitalization
will make your church look like. You probably will not be able to summarize all
that you are doing into one phrase, however, if you use the phrase enough
throughout the vision casting process and promotion you will “attach” all of those
things to the phrase.
• Lead your Revitalization Team to help you develop a phrase or statement.

2. State It Memorably.

• Make the phrase or statement something people will remember. Example:
Wendy’s famous commercial quote, “Where’s the ________?” You probably know
the answer: beef!
• This is not about being cute. This is about being creative so that people who come
to your church have something that sticks in the mind and heart.
• Stating something simply and memorably may take time, but you will not regret
taking the time.
• Do not stop planning while you try to create the simple and memorable statement.
Do not let it bog down the whole process of revitalization. Vision casting is
important, but do not stop the process.

3. State It Frequently.

• You cannot over communicate vision.
• If people are mocking you or know what you are about to say before you say it, it
simply means that they are catching on.
• Recasting the vision is important if your plan takes a long time to implement.
Reusing that simple, memorable phrase helps people “get it” all over again.
• State the vision from the pulpit; have other people say it from the pulpit; say it in
the newsletter; print it in the bulletin; put on the prayer list; add it to your website;
put it on a poster in the halls, classrooms, fellowships, bathrooms, and foyer.
• Celebrate when you see people grasping the vision. When they start doing it,
thinking it, feeling it, and sharing it, point that out to the congregation. Invite
them to share or let you share with the congregation what they did.

4. Suggested Resources:
•
•
•
•
•

Visioneering (Andy Stanley)
Making Vision Stick (Andy Stanley)
Church Unique (Will Mancini)
Leading Change (John P. Kotter) (Especially Chapters 5 & 6) (Secular)
A Sense of Urgency (John P. Kotter) (Secular)
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Appendix J
Dealing with Input and Criticism
Leading change is not easy. Regardless of the level of change you lead your church
to adopt, you will receive both input and criticism. Scripture reveals that the
individuals God used to lead His people were exposed both to helpful input and to
harmful criticism. As you lead your church, learning to process occasions when
people speak into your life can be difficult and even painful. Here are some things to
keep in mind as people begin to advise and criticize.

1. Be Spiritually Prepared

The pastor must be prepared to navigate the input and criticism that is to come.
Pastors are real people with strengths and weaknesses, good days and bad days,
feelings, and imperfections. Leading the church to fulfill her God-given mission
puts the pastor on the front lines of spiritual warfare, and Satan will attack him as
fervently as he can. You, as the pastor, need to make sure you are in good spiritual
health.

		 •
		 •
		 •
			
		 •
		 •
		 •

Are you allowing God’s Word to feed you daily?
Are you praying and depending on God for direction?
Are you drawing your significance from obedience to God or from the
applause of people?
Do you have people praying for you?
Do you have someone in whom you can confide? A mentor?
Are you getting enough rest to hear from God?

Neglecting your spiritual needs puts you at a distinct disadvantage when dealing
with input and criticism (Ephesians 6:10-12).

2. Identify the Basic Issue

Anytime change is introduced emotions can be volatile. The angry may be
judgmental, accusatory, or vindictive. The concerned may be quiet. When
criticism or conflict is present, do some honest evaluation.

		 • Seek objectively to peel away the layers of criticism to identify the underlying
			 problem or issue.
		 • Objectively seek to determine the motive behind the criticism.
The issue may be valid whether or not it is given in the right spirit or for the right
reason. Learning to identify the basic issue could help you be a better leader.

3. Learn to Weigh the Input or Criticism
All input and criticism are not equal.

• Constructive input and criticism
			 • Some people giving input or criticism
				 may be very “invested” in you or the vision you have for the church.
			 • When they give you input, even if it feels like criticism, realize they are
				 telling you how they think you need to proceed in order to succeed.
			 • If you respond by taking it personally and getting defensive, that person
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			 •
				
				

may not give you any more information that would be helpful, and you
may lose a key supporter.
If someone is truly “engaged” in making the vision come to reality or your
ministry successful, add significant weight to their input because they are
telling you how to succeed.

• Destructive input and criticism
			 • Some people giving input or criticism are, for whatever reason, invested in
				 the failure of the vision or your personal failure.
			 • They have no interest in seeing things change or you succeed.
			 • Their criticism is meant to hurt you or make you look bad.
			 • If someone is invested in the failure of the vision or of you personally, do
				 not give much weight to the criticism (2 Tim. 2:22-26).

4. Seek Clarity and Avoid Defensiveness

When someone offers input, whether solicited or not, avoid defensiveness and seek
clarity instead (James 1:19).

• Gently ask specific questions that move them beyond offering vague suggestions.
• Even if someone is “against” you, identifying the driving issue tells you
		 something about where future problems may come from or that you are
		accomplishing exactly what you wanted to as a team.
• Thank them for their input, and unless there is an obvious solution, resist the
		 tendency to resolve the issue on the spot. Let them know you will get back with
		 them about the issue after you have time to consider their input.

5. What to Do with the Input

Once the conversation has ended it is time to seek resolution of the issue. Often a
pastor views those who complain or criticize as opponents. While this may
ultimately be true, he must strive for kingdom-advancing unity that requires him
to seek reconciliation when possible.

• This does not necessarily mean agreeing to their terms…it may ultimately mean
		graciously agreeing to disagree.
• The PAUSE Principle of Negotiation is a great tool to use when addressing issues
		 in an environment that has potential for conflict.
			 • P = Prepare
			 • A = Affirm Relationships
			 • U = Understand Interests
			 • S = Search for Creative Solutions
			 • E = Evaluate Options Objectively and Reasonably

6. Maintain a Support System

Words hurt. Not taking harsh words personally is not always an option. Realizing
that someone is being critical because they are “invested” in your failure is perhaps
the hardest reality to face. Christians acting hateful is tragically commonplace.
Pastors need someone to talk with about their battles.
• Look for groups of pastors to pray with that may be going through the
		 revitalization efforts as well.
• Ask close friends to be prayer partners with freedom to share painful experiences
		 with them.
Because leading is difficult and revitalization is a process that takes time, long-term
strategies for support are vital for a pastor leading revitalization efforts.
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Appendix K
Ideas for Celebrating
1. Celebrate faithfulness by recognizing people.
• Recognize the Revitalization Team.
• Recognize the volunteers who served.
• Recognize the key leaders who took on new, more, or different responsibilities.

2. Celebrate faithfulness by acknowledging the activity, actions, and
attitudes that you want people to repeat.
Even in the absence of tremendous results, celebrate that which was done right
and in the right way.
This is an opportunity for the pastor to reinforce those actions and attitudes that
will lead to growth and health.
• Recognize people who had a great attitude during the changes.
• Recognize people who had to make tremendous effort to change or start.
• Recognize people who trained and were trained.
• Recognize people who sacrificed the status quo (changed classrooms, meeting
		 time, etc) to make doing something new or different possible.
• Recognize people who shared their faith.
• Recognize people who invited others to church, visited, and followed up with
		visitors.
• Recognize people who prayed.

3. Remember to celebrate the results as well.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People who were saved
People who were ministered to
People who came back to church or God
Prospects who were discovered
Guests who visited the church
Transformed attitudes in worship
Changed lives in those who serve
New people who are serving

4. Considerations:
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•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
		

Encourage testimonies from people who served, people who were reached, and
people who came back. If you do not use testimonies, have them write an email
or letter to be read.
Give key leaders and members of the Revitalization Team opportunities to share
their experiences.
Take pictures or videos of ministry changes, new events, or any other change to
have visuals.
Invite someone from the association or convention to present or write a letter to
the church affirming their progress.
Don’t rush the celebration. You can take more than one Sunday. Celebrate a
little each week for three weeks before the “big” celebration day to involve
more people.
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• Preach on celebration for a few weeks. The Bible has more celebration in it than
		 people realize. David celebrated, Nehemiah celebrated, Daniel celebrated, and
		 many more.

5. REMEMBER TO CELEBRATE GOD’S FAITHFULNESS.
“Every good and perfect gift comes from above.” Any experience of revitalization
or revival comes from God. Our efforts do not produce revival or revitalization.
Our work alone can produce nothing. Remember to celebrate God and His
faithfulness, not just the people and results.
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Appendix L
Recommended Resources
Church Revitalization Books
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There’s Hope for Your Church (Gary McIntosh)
Comeback Churches (Ed Stetzer)
What Every Pastor Should Know (Gary McIntosh)
Breakout Churches (Thom Rainer)
Transformational Church (Ed Stetzer)
Simple Church (Thom Rainer)
Church Unique (Will Mancini)
Taking Your Church to the Next Level (Gary McIntosh)

Quick Reads:
•
•
•
•

Autopsy of a Deceased Church (Thom Rainer)
Revitalize (Alvin Reid)
Making Vision Stick (Andy Stanley)
I Am a Church Member (Thom Rainer)

Books on Leading Change
•
•
•
•
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Getting Things Done (Lyle Schaller)
Leading Change (John Kotter)
Leading Congregational Change (Jim Herrington, Mike Donem, and James Furr)
A Sense of Urgency (John Kotter)
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